Highlights of the 2007 Local Government Conference

Developing Human Capital – Your Most Valuable Asset

Tasmania’s Winter Festival Comes of Age

Simple Strategies for a Successful Election Campaign

Focus on Generation X
When you’ve built a legacy of leadership, innovation and performance…

…your next step has to be Monumental.

Cat® H-Series Motor Graders have set the standards for performance, ergonomics and productivity. That’s made them the best selling motor graders in the world for the past ten years.

What’s coming next is going to raise the standards again. The next generation of Cat motor graders will take our traditional excellence to a level of superior technological advancement never before possible.

So, if you liked what the H-Series did for motor grader design, count on the Cat M-Series to be pure joy.

Visit www.williamadams.com.au to register for exclusive access to pre release information.
Meeting people challenges

Tasmania HR Week will focus on how human resources is helping business to meet current and future people challenges. This is an opportunity to get up-to-date on the latest in leadership, talent management and workplace practices.

HR Week is a series of nationwide regional conferences to explore HR challenges facing the profession.

HOBART CONFERENCE
MONDAY 3 SEPTEMBER
Grand Chancelor Hotel, Hobart

PLENARY SESSIONS
Alison Von Bibra, general manager human resources, CSL Limited
Meeting the people challenge: the trends and how CSL Limited is responding

Gavin Dagley, principal, Perspex
Maximising development for executives: executive coaching best practice

Jocelyn Nettlefold, 7.30 Report journalist, ABC television network
Hypothetical – Work, employers and employees: the status now and the future

Register at www.hrweek.ahri.com.au
Early bird closes Friday 17 August
REVOLUTIONARY NEW DASH 3

- 10% lower fuel consumption
- extended maintenance intervals
- 100% compliant with emerging regulations

...your future is in safe hands

The future is all about being smarter. Doing more with less. Only the revolutionary new Komatsu Dash 8 excavator series provides advanced eco³ diesel technology with turbocharged, air-to-air after-cooled performance. Only Komatsu Dash 8 delivers the economy, reliability and control you need while meeting tough, emerging environmental regulations.

Call 1800 KOMATSU (1800 566 287) or visit www.komatsu.com.au